A recent result of Ratliff shows that R is unmixed if and only if S(b, c, -) is bounded. In this paper we show that if R is unmixed, then for any 0/dEM there is an integer *d^0 such that for any system of parameters 6, c, and for any i: ^ 0, S(fc, c, *fe + /) = *c. NOTATION. Throughout this paper, (R, M) will be a 2-dimensional local domain and 6, c will be a system of parameters for R. For d E R, d°=l.
We consider the following two arrays of ideals, the displayed inclusions being trivial. By A.C.C. it is obvious that the rows in these arrays eventually become stable. Our first lemma relates the rows of one array to the columns of the other, and shows that the columns eventually become well behaved. LEMMA 
The following are equivalent for n^O and m
We wish to translate a result of Ratliff into our language. Ratliff uses the ideal (bR) {k) = {r E R |there is an s G R with 5 in no minimal prime divisor of b, such that sr G(b k )}. We have a preliminary lemma.
Proof. If R is Macaulay, both of these ideals are just
We now treat Ratliff's result. Recall that R is unmixed means that in the completion of R, each prime divisor of zero has depth equal to dim R (= 2 in our case).
PROPOSITION 6. The following are equivalent.
Proof The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is immediate from [2, 3.6.1 £> 3.6.2] and Lemma 5. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is by Lemma 3. Following Theorem 9 we will outline a second proof of Proposition 6. COROLLARY 7. R is unmixed if and only ifS (b, c, -) and C(6, c, -) are eventually constant.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 6 and Lemma 4.
We now begin showing that if R is unmixed, then the constant which S(b, c, -) eventually becomes depends only on c. To do so we make use of JR (1) = Π R P over all height 1 primes P.
for some n and m).
Proof. Suppose that x E R (l) and let / = {r E R | rx E R}. As x E R (l) = Π R P over all height 1 primes P, I is not contained in any height 1 prime. Since dim R = 2, we have rad I = M and so for some n and ra, fe Proof Suppose that C(b, c, -) is bounded. By Lemma 4 it is eventually constant, say at k + 1. Of course by Lemma 3, k i? 0. We first show that b k~ι R ω ftR. Since C(fe, c, -) is eventually fc + 1, for some / we have C(6, c,/) = fc +1. That is, (fc (1) . However α£ (6) 
We now show that ί> k JR (1) Ci?. Choose x E i? (1) and If R is as in [2, 5.2.8] it is easy to verify that MR (l) CR but R {l) /R. Thus for 0/ieM, bR (l) CR but b°R (ι) (£R. By Theorem 9 and Corollary 11, *6 = 1 for all 0 ^ ft E Λf.
Knowing that for R unmixed, 5(6, c, -) eventually equals *c, we ask how long it takes to become that constant. The next result says that 5(6, c, n) = *c by the time n = *b. (We do not claim that this is the least n for which S(6, c,n)= *c.) (d,e,-) \d, e is a system of parameters} is finite.
Proof Assume that R is unmixed. Then by Corollary 10, i? (1) is a finitely generated R-module.
It is clear from the last sentence of Theorem 9 and Corollary 11 that for O^GM, *e is the least integer such that e* e E /. As either Rad J = M or J = R, for some fegO, M k C/. Thus *e is bounded by fc. That is {*e |0^ e E M} is finite. Now S(d, e, ra) only takes values between 0 and *e, and equals *e for all m ^ *d. Therefore it is clear that for ί? unmixed, {S (d,e,-) \d, e is a system of parameters} is finite.
Conversely suppose that R is not unmixed but that {S (d, e,-) \d,e is a system of parameters} is finite. We will derive a contradiction. As JR is not unmixed, each S(d, e, -) is unbounded and monotonically increasing and so has the value 1 at most finitely many times. Thus for some n^l we have S (d, e, n) >\ for all of the finitely many functions S (d, e, -) . Let ft, c be a system of parameters and let S (b,c,n If R is unmixed, Theorem 12 says that S{b, c, *fe) = *c and 5(c, ft, *c) = *6. We ask if the converse holds? That is, if n ^ 1, m^l and 5 (ft, c, n) = m and S (c,b,m) =n, is i? unmixed (recall S(ft, c,0) = 0 always so we disallow n = m = 0). Our next result is a little too weak for this, but is strong enough to have interesting corollaries. Corollary 16 represents all this author knows concerning these functions when R is not unmixed. However there is another class of rings as yet unmentioned in this paper. Recall that R is quasi-unmixed if in the completion of R each minimal prime of zero-divisors has depth equal to dim/?. Ferrand and Raymond have constructed a 2-dimensional local domain (i?, M) which is quasi-unmixed but not unmixed [1, Proposition 3.3] . Ίt is known in our case that (R, M) (2-dimensional) is quasi-unmixed if and only if R (1) is integral over R. One wonders if quasi-unmixed can be characterized in terms of the functions 5(6, c,-)?
